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construction and asset allocation.
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THE PUBLISHER

From our offices in London and Frankfurt,
portfolio Verlag delivers commentary, analysis,
and networking for our expanding community of
professional investors. We focus on the
requirements of professional portfolio 
management, and maintaining our deep market 
knowledge and wealth of contacts in both the UK 
and Germany, painstakingly built up
over more than 20 years.

At the core of our product range lie our print
magazines for institutional investors, wealth
managers, fund selectors and retail distributors.
Our range of major investment events and
conferences is headlined by our flagship event, 
the institutional investor awards gala evenings 
held annually in the UK and Germany. Additional 
events range from investor breakfasts to all-
day conferences for fund selectors and wealth 
managers.
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OVERVIEW
portfolio institutional is a monthly magazine for institutional 
investors offering independent analysis with a strong editorial
focus on portfolio construction and asset allocation.

 

2016: the year of 
the angry investor

Is China following in 
Japan’s footsteps?
Can China and other 
Asian countries do 
anything to prevent 
deflation? 

Got the power
TPR’s Andrew 
Warwick-Thompson 
gets tough on scheme 
funding and employer 
obligations

Going clear: the quest 
for transparency
Tracking asset 
management’s ongoing 
struggle with clarity in 
fees 
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“It’s always a pleasure to work with such a professional and well organised team, the Portfolio 
Institutional roundtables are always an important consideration for our financial clients when 
planning UK campaigns”
Peter Wright, Media Director, Farrar Media

 “Sidra and her team provide a quality service for Ptarmigan Media and our clients. Aided by first rate 
sector knowledge, they are in tune with advertiser needs and go the extra mile to deliver.”
Mark Byrne, Ptarmigan Media

Faith Ward

 Faith Ward | Interview

MAGAZINE RECIPIENTS

8,000

Investing in the future

The Environment Agency Pension Fund's chief responsible  

investment and risk officer Faith Ward talks to Chris Panteli about 

how the scheme intends to address climate risk
Photography: Richie Hopson

Last October the Environment Agency 

 Pension Fund pledged to become the first 

scheme to run its assets in accordance with 

the UN-agreed principles of preventing 

global temperatures from rising by more 

than 2ºC. The move will see the £2.9bn 

scheme cut its exposure to coal by 90% by 

2020 and  reduce its exposure to oil and gas 

by half. 

Can you talk me through how you aim to 

achieve the plans announced last year and 

the process which lead you there?

The truth is we don’t actually have all the 

answers yet on that one. We were a partner 

in Mercer’s Investing in a Time of Climate 

Change study and that analysed our whole 

fund, and set it against four different, but 

possible, climate change outcomes. What 

that demonstrated was that we are actually 

in a robust position in terms of those 

 scenarios; we are probably one of the most 

 resilient funds out there in terms of having 

taken action and integrated the climate risk 

our thinking over the years. However, that 

is quite different from actually keeping 

within two degrees, which is the scenario 

that they call ‘transition’. This scenario 

 enables the fund to perform well  financially 

and enables us to see at a strategic level  

that fulfilling the 2ºC objective was  

completely compatible with our fiduciary 

duty. We started to embed it in terms of 

how we manage the whole fund. 

From the top down, we looked at it strategi-

cally across all of the asset classes, the 

countries and sectors and have made some 

strategic allocations to investing positively 

to a low carbon economy. From the bottom 

up, we have limited our holdings in some 

of the most carbon intense companies, but 

from a financially-driven way of dealing 

with it. And this is all complemented with 

engaging and supporting those companies 

and funds that are actually changing what 

they are doing to respond to the challenge. 

And so while we think all these different 

pieces are contributing to staying within 

two degrees, whether the sum of the parts 

can actually withstand external scrutiny as 

fulfilling the two degrees measure is defi-

nitely the biggest challenge we need to 

meet. We don’t exactly know what a 2C 

 investment strategy looks like yet, but what 

we do know is we want to be active partici-

pants in answering that question. Because 

we think it is a question that needs to be 

 answered not just by our fund but more 

broadly by the whole industry.

How do you measure climate risk and how 

is that actually translated into the 

portfolio?

Well I think there aren’t any single meas-

ures yet for climate risk when you look 

across the entire portfolio, across all asset 

classes. We use things like the Mercer 

 research, which looks at what the impacts 

might be from a strategic asset allocation 

Interview | Faith Ward

18 | portfolio institutional | May 2016 | Issue 56

Turning the world 
upside down 

Iquassit eum volupta spelitatur apisin re, ius 

in perum fuga. Aquossimus, si quisinti sit aut 

quassin ctatur?

Feature | Brexit

34 | portfolio institutional | September 2016 | Issue 59
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 Brexit | Feature

It would be no exaggeration to say the UK’s 

vote to leave the European Union (EU) on 

23 June caused outright chaos across finan-

cial markets around the world. Investors 

hit the panic button as the realisation hit 

home that the UK had done the unthinka-

ble and decided to go it alone.

The immediate aftermath was effectively 

summed up in a tweet by Matthew Good-

win, a professor of politics at the Universi-

ty of Kent, who wrote: “FT journalist: ‘It's a 

rather strange day. The Prime Minister re-

signing is only our third most important 

story’.”

Indeed, strangeness and uncertainty con-

tinued as one resignation followed another 

in the ‘leave’ camp. Theresa May’s succes-

sion of David Cameron as Prime Minister 

on 12 July did little to clarify the future di-

rection of the UK, with May claiming Brex-

it would go ahead, but insinuating Article 

50 would not be triggered until next year. 

With big elections in France, Germany and 

possibly Italy and The Netherlands next 

year, not to mention the controversial US 

presidential race and an attempted coup in 

Turkey, the political picture across the globe 

remains uncertain.

But what is clear is Britain’s decision to 

leave the EU has flipped the concept of po-

litical risk in financial markets on its head. 

Developed markets usually viewed safer 

than their developing counterparts are now 

fraught with political risk and investors 

need to question how this affects their 

portfolios.

THE FALLOUT

On 24 June, the day after the referendum, 

the FTSE 100 took a battering, shedding 

8% (£120bn) in its biggest opening slump 

since the financial crisis. But it rebounded 

to a 10-month high on 1 July, hitting its best 

level (6,577.83) since the previous August – 

a 7.2% increase between 27 June and 1 July.

Meanwhile, on 6 July the pound plunged to 

its lowest level against the dollar in 31 years, 

bottoming out at $1.28, while UK gilts 

plummeted below 1% to 0.8% for the first 

time in history. Two ratings agencies – 

Standard and Poors and Fitch – downgrad-

ed UK government debt. 

Bank of England (BoE) governor Mark Car-

ney immediately tried to quell fears of a 

meltdown, saying the Bank had been “well 

prepared” for a leave vote. However, the 

bank’s subsequent financial stability report 

on 5 July said Brexit risks had “begun to 

crystallise” and described the current out-

look for UK financial stability as “challeng-

ing”. As a result, the BoE eased the capital 

control rules on UK banks to encourage ad-

ditional lending to the tune of £150bn.

Elsewhere, Swiss government bond yields 

fell into negative territory for the first time 

ever, and US bonds also dropped. 

CONTAGION

As Ruth van de Belt, an investment strate-

gist at Kempen Capital Management, says, 

the dissatisfaction among voters that led to 

Brexit is not just a UK or European phe-

nomenon as it also applies to the US where 

there is growing support for anti-establish-

ment parties on both sides of the political 

spectrum.

“We do not believe that this dissatisfaction 

will dissipate quickly,” she says. “Given the 

large number of political events scheduled 

for the coming eighteen months, we antici-

pate that political uncertainty will remain 

high.” 

Van de Belt believes increasing political 

fragmentation is making it more difficult to 

form stable government coalitions creat-

ing, what she terms, a “high risk of a risk-

off sentiment flaring up prior to important 

referenda and elections”.

FLIGHT TO SAFETY

In the short term, volatility has hit UK pen-

sion funds hard, particularly when it comes 

to deficits. Following Brexit, panicked in-

vestors piled into gilts which pushed yields 

down and liabilities up. 

According to Hymans Robertson, UK pen-

sion scheme liabilities hit an all-time high 

of £2.3trn on the Monday following the ref-

erendum result – the worst it has been by 

about £25bn. Meanwhile, figures from 

Mercer reveal FTSE 350 deficits hit a record 

£119bn in June driven by a fall in both gov-

ernment and corporate bond yields.

“Some investors are effectively forced into 

buying gilts because of the way financial 

regulations work,” says Hymans Robertson 

partner Patrick Bloomfield. “Perversely, 

higher gilt prices could increase demand 

for them, pushing gilt prices higher still 

and potentially sending pension liabilities 

further north.”

Punter Southall Investment Consulting be-

lieves that in the post-Brexit environment 

schemes should ideally hedge 100% of in-

terest and inflation risk– or 50% as an abso-

lute minimum.

“Anything lower is deemed to be a bold bet 

on the markets and leaves a scheme ex-

posed to the potential for interest rate and 

inflation rate risks to be the dominant 

source of volatility within the portfolio,” it 

says.

DON’T OVERLOOK SMALL CAPS

The FTSE 100 might have swiftly bounced 

back, but its composition is largely big in-

ternational companies and arguably there-

fore, not the best barometer for UK plc. It is 

lower down the cap scale where UK compa-

nies find themselves at the sharp end of the 

Brexit fallout. 

However, Gervais Williams, managing di-

rector and manager of Miton’s UK Multi 

Cap Income fund, says investors are pun-

ishing all UK small caps without consider-

ing valuations of individual stocks or 

growth prospects.

He says: “It appears that markets are pric-

ing in a recession for the UK and there has 

been some indiscriminate selling across 

sectors and companies which are deemed 

most vulnerable to a downturn. At present 

the market is not really differentiating be-

tween the valuation of individual small cap 

companies because most are assumed to be 

domestic earners.” 

He believes active fund managers can find 

attractive opportunities during these peri-

ods, but markets will need more political 

certainty both domestically and with regard 

to Brexit before they stabilise. 

“We expect that this may take the next three 

to six months to filter through,” he adds.

ON SHAKY GROUND

One of the sectors hardest hit by Brexit was 
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WEBSITE
The website offers the best of portfolio institutional magazine to our digital audience promoting features, investor interviews, and digital editions 
of current and past roundtable supplements. In addition, the website delivers the most important news and updates from the institutional 
investment community, such as mandate wins, governance watch and appointments. The website stands out as a fresh and uncluttered 
institutional investment website and offers our readers engaging and relevant content.

15% agency commission.
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FRIDAY VIEW EMAIL
Friday view is the weekly email for and by the institutional investment community. 
Published each Friday afternoon, it offers readers a collection of interesting 
opinions, comments and insights on relevant and current issues by strategists, 
portfolio manager, consultants, economists and investors.
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DC investment
Fiduciary management
Fixed income
Managing volatility
Responsible investment
Emerging markets
Absolute return
Multi asset
Global equities
Alternative investments

PORTFOLIO INSTITUTIONAL ROUNDTABLE
portfolio institutional is keen on generating debate and hosts regular roundtable discussions 
inviting institutional investors and investment consultants to share their expertise and insight 
on current topics relevant to  the institutional investment industry.

The extensive write-up of the discussion is later published as a themed print supplement and 
is distributed with portfolio institutional. Each roundtable discussion/print supplement can be 
sponsored by up to three asset managers which benefit from a comprehensive sponsorship 
package.

Topics subject to change

SUPPLEMENTS

In conversation:
Mark Cernicky | Joe Abrams | David Greene | Christine Farquhar
Jonathan Platt | Pete Drewienkiewicz | Ben Shaw | Sebastian Cheek
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Which way now for investors?

Fixed income
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Are consultants as well as managers experiencing pressure on fees?

Greene: To be honest, yes. It’s understandable. We come under pressure to lower our fees, then we say 

the same to everybody that supplies us with stuff. That’s just part of the disinfl ation environment we’re in. 

But you can legitimately make a point to a client that, at this fee level you cannot expect the same kind 

of service from me. Particularly in the more illiquid or alpha-seeking or skill premium areas of the market. 

Farquhar: Clients are getting more picky about saying: “Well, actually, a lot of this portfolio is not being 

actively managed, so the base fee shouldn’t be any different from passive. We’ll pay you for performance, 

but we’re not going to pay you these extra basis points across the whole piece.”

Platt: With any industry, that scale has its advantages in terms of just reducing the cost of doing business. 

But it comes with some pretty big disadvantages, as well, from the end clients’ viewpoint. And I think the 

way the industry will go ahead is that you will see the very large players emerge. 

But their ability, then, to differentiate themselves in that marketplace will become very, very diffi cult. So, 

going back to your point, I think there is defi nitely value within knowing where your limitations are, in terms 

of the assets you can take on. 

Don’t try to compete in that big space, because you’ll probably never get scale and differentiate what you 

have to offer. I think things like ratings agencies are great, from my viewpoint. I think they create some 

opportunities for the active investor to trade against that. I think the scale of some of our larger peer group 

is great, as well, because they are more constrained on what they can do. I do think that does work at 

the alpha side. 

Abrams: Clients are beginning to get a bit smarter about their budgeting. You used to have risk budget-

ing which simply assumed liquidity was a constant factor across different markets. But now clients are 

budgeting in terms of risk, liquidity and fees as well, so it has become a lot more multi-dimensional. 

Clients are getting smarter and paying a little 

bit more where they recognise that managers 

do need the resource to exploit an opportunity. 

It’s something we’d certainly try to encourage 

clients to think about.

Cernicky: There isn’t one set fee anymore. 

Now, there are so many different customised 

approaches that it’s hard to see, whether we 

are getting paid less or more. 

Every time we turn around, the client wants 

something slightly different, and that may 

 require more or less active management. So, 

from our standpoint, we’ve got a raft of differ-

ent fees to manage, depending on the needs 

that the clients or the big institutional clients, 

typically want. 

Has illiquidity created opportunities for managers?

Drewienkiewicz: I’m not sure many managers would say they loved all the illiquidity in the market in 

2015. The challenge is there are different pockets and natural holders of different types of risk in the world, 

in asset markets in general. And there are certain areas in fi xed income where it is becoming apparent that 

there are not natural holders of certain risk at certain levels. 

A whole variety of factors can make it very diffi cult for inappropriate holders of risk to hold risk in certain 

areas. And so what happens is, if a risk needs to be shared, and there isn’t a natural, long-term holder 

of that risk to come in and buy it at that level, then the asset will trade down until someone sees it as 

 appealing. And that is a really challenging environment. 

Pete Drewienkiewicz
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Drewienkiewicz: And benchmarks are poor in fi xed income. 

Greene: The global bond index is market cap-weighted and is stuffed full of all the countries you don’t 

really want to buy. If you’re in a passive mandate, do you want to be assigning an even bigger part of your 

portfolio to a country like Italy that’s got a trend growth rate of 0.5%, with debt spiralling out of control, 

and politically, doesn’t seem to be able to reform? That’s why some look at something like GDP-weighted 

bond indices, which were quite popular, but haven’t quite got going yet. I think smart beta evolved 

 because passive just doesn’t work.

Drewienkiewicz: But coming up with smarter benchmarks that are better aligned to what clients are try-

ing to achieve, is a really sensible place to spend a limited amount of time. But even when you’ve done 

that, why wouldn’t you ask someone to actively manage over that, anyway? 

Platt: There’s defi nitely a question of fee within this and one of the issues that challenges the industry is 

that we’re expected to do widen the range of what we do. More complexity, covering all those different 

factors we’ve talked about. But clients are not prepared to pay more for it.

Drewienkiewicz: That’s an interesting place to bring about the liquidity conversation.

Abrams: Capacity is a very hot topic, as well, because when you’re moving away from a market cap-

weighted index, you’re inherently pushing capital towards smaller areas of the market. Some managers 

need to get their head around the fact that, due to this dynamic, they might be capped out sooner.  

 Jonathan Platt

“There’s definitely a question of fee and one of the issues that challenges 

the industry is that we’re expected to widen the range of what we do. More 

complexity, but clients are not prepared to pay more for it.” Jonathan Platt
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premium and to invest in higher yielding bonds without increasing the overall risk of the portfolio. This strategy swaps 

liquidity for higher returns and security. 

It is worth noting that there are initiatives in the market to improve liquidity. A number of platforms are emerging, including 

Market Access and Liquidnet, that offer a more ‘peer to peer’ trading option: buyers and sellers can reach an agreement 

without going through the banks. This should act to improve bond market liquidity in the longer-term. In the meantime, we 

aim to manage liquidity in an appropriate way for individual clients. 

Active versus passive?

Although passive fi xed income investment has become a more popular approach in recent years, we believe that it has real 

limitations and an active approach, done right, can deliver far greater value. An active manager can carefully select those 

bonds offering a compelling balance of income and risk. Risk in fi xed income should be understood not simply in terms of 

default, but with reference to the type of recovery payment a bond-holder might expect. 

Also, we would argue that there are structural fl aws in capitalisation-weighted fi xed income benchmarks, because they are 

naturally skewed to those companies or governments with the highest debt. These remain the most widely-used type of 

benchmark, though there have been attempts to launch alternatives.

The right manager

In selecting the right active manager, we believe experience is particularly important. RLAM takes a team-based, 

collaborative approach. The collective memory this creates is particularly important in the current environment, where prior 

to December’s rate hike it has been almost a decade since there has been a US interest rate rise. Fixed income managers 

operating in the market today may not have experienced a different market cycle. 

Historic performance can be an indicator of a capable manager, but investors need to interrogate that performance through 

different interest rate cycles. This means looking over 10-years or more, and ensuring that the team responsible for the 

performance is still in place. 

Risk management

We use traditional risk measures for portfolio management and have strong and established risk systems in place. These 

can examine overall risk at a portfolio level, in addition to the risk of individual securities. However, we also believe that 

proper analysis of the output from these systems requires some healthy skepticism. These systems produce huge amounts 

of data, which needs to be properly understood. Risk systems need to be supported by quality judgments. The problem 

in the fi nancial crisis was that there was an over-reliance on quantitative systems. One challenge will be how risk systems 

cope with the wider range of assets that now form part of fi xed income portfolios. 

At a wider level we think that Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors will play a greater role in the assessment 

of credit risk. For our long-term clients, we need to consider a wider range of factors of which ESG is of increasingly 

importance.

We believe that fi xed income markets always require a thoughtful and considered approach, but this is likely to be particularly 

important in 2016 as the market cycle starts to adjust. In a more volatile and unpredictable climate, balancing strategic and 

tactical exposure will be vital. Being responsive to changes in the market environment will also be essential to managing 

risk. An active approach run by experienced managers, we believe is the key to navigating these more diffi cult times.   

Issued by Royal London Asset Management January 2016. Information correct at that date unless otherwise stated.  Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments and the income 

from them is not guaranteed and may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Royal London Asset Management Limited, registered in England and Wales number 

2244297; Royal London Unit Trust Managers Limited, registered in England and Wales number 2372439. RLUM Limited, registered in England and Wales number 2369965. All of these companies are authorised and 

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. All of these companies are subsidiaries of The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited, registered in England and Wales number 99064. Registered Offi ce: 55 

Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL. The marketing brand also includes Royal London Asset Management Bond Funds Plc, an umbrella company with segregated liability between sub-funds, authorised and 

regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, registered in Ireland number 364259.  Registered offi ce: 70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland. Ref: 036-PRO-01/2016-CH
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The US Federal Reserve (Fed) may have fi nally moved on interest rates, but in many other 

ways, 2016 promises to be much like 2015: Economic growth will be sporadic, without clear 

momentum. Policymakers will continue to exert signifi cant infl uence, with monetary policy 

changes unpredictable and data dependent. The market will remain vulnerable to ‘shocks’ 

be they economic or geopolitical. Against this backdrop, there will be opportunities in fi xed 

income, but they will not be abundant and they will need to be chosen carefully.  

The trend for developed market government bond yields is likely to be higher with the Fed 

setting the tone. However, rises will be slower than the market currently expects. With the 

continued low oil price likely to depress infl ation, expectations of rate rises may be pushed 

further into the future. This will create some natural support for fi xed income markets. That 

said, we are in a rising rate environment, however slow. This means that all fi xed income investors need to be realistic about 

the type of returns that can be achieved. 

Institutional investor positioning for 2016

There remains only limited value in many government bonds, and, where institutional investors have fl exibility, most currently 

prefer high yield or investment grade bonds, primarily on yield considerations. Where they want to retain some government 

bond exposure – or where their mandate dictates – these investors have focused on absolute return funds. Where they 

have invested in ‘straight’ government bonds it has tended to be in short duration and duration-hedged bonds, taking out 

the sensitivity to rate rises. 

Within this environment, non-core assets - high yield, emerging markets, multi asset credit (MAC) and absolute return – have 

an important role. Although the performance between these assets has been disparate in 2015, there are opportunities. 

Notably, we have a much higher allocation to asset-backed securities than many of our peers. Taken back to fi rst principles, 

asset-backed securities have assets that investors can call upon if the business can’t pay its cashfl ows. During the fi nancial 

crisis, these securities were leveraged many times, which created problems, but the underlying principle is sound. 

Security is always an important part of our analysis, but becomes particularly important in a more volatile climate. Bonds 

backed by infrastructure or other assets provide this security. Our approach in credit is holistic, rather than necessarily 

dividing securities into different categories. We look at each security, the interest it pays and the security it offers, without 

assigning it a ‘label’.  

The landscape of fi xed income investing has changed massively over the last few years. This refl ects choice within capital 

structure as well as the wide range of asset types that are captured by the term “fi xed income”. This has been matched 

by higher expectation of the returns that can be captured, with some fi xed income strategies competing with equity. This 

search for yield will continue in 2016 and for the medium term, but these strategies are clearly not without risk as evidenced 

by the performance of emerging market debt in 2015. 

The liquidity dilemma

Pre-crisis, the presence of the investment banks in bond markets created an illusion of liquidity. Equally, the booming 

structured credit market created signifi cant demand that also fl attered liquidity fi gures. Since then, the structured credit 

market has receded and greater regulation has seen the banks shift away from holding bonds on their balance sheets. This 

has undoubtedly created a squeeze on liquidity in bond markets. 

For all our portfolios, diversifi cation is a key consideration. We hold a higher number of diversifi ed positions. In this way, if 

we are required to trade out of a position, it is easier to liquidate a series of smaller positions than one large position. This 

is an important means to manage liquidity. 

However, we would argue that many of the larger institutional buyers do not need liquidity. They are in a position to be able 

to buy bonds and hold them to maturity. This turns illiquidity to their advantage – the market compensates for illiquidity with 

higher yields.  

Our ‘buy and maintain’ mandates are built on this premise. These look to select a diversifi ed portfolio of investment grade 

corporate bonds (of BBB equivalent or higher). Managers will focus on covenants, security and structure, selecting bonds 

with good asset-backing, that are higher up the pecking order in the event of default and with investor protection embedded 

in the legal structure. They will then aim to hold those bonds to maturity. This enables investors to capture the liquidity 

The institutional investment environment for 2016

By Jonathan Platt, head of fi xed income, Royal London Asset Management
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SUPPLEMENTS

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE
 ■ Participation in a moderated roundtable discussion 
 ■ Publication of a 2 page position paper with company logo
 ■ Full page display advertisement in the supplement
 ■ Distribution with portfolio institutional magazine
 ■ Digital version (e-read book) on a dedicated section on portfolio-institutional.co.uk  
 ■ PDF file of the supplement with full syndications rights for sponsor’s own distribution
 ■ Dedicated email push out to portfolio institutional readers
 ■ Up to 500 hard copies of print supplement for sponsors’ own distribution

         Rate available upon request

POSITION PAPER SPECIFICATION
Supply with the position paper the following:

 ■ Author name, job title & portrait photo
 ■ Title of the position paper
 ■ If graph used, supply the source file  

 in excel format 
 ■ Source of image/graph

Position paper to be supplied in word format, 
mark in the file where the graph/image needs 
to be placed.

Word limit:
950 words - text only 
800 words with one graph/image

ADVERTISEMENT SPECIFICATION
High-resolution pdf-file 
in 4 colour (CMYK)

210 x 297 mm 
(+3mm trim with markings)

MATERIAL DELIVERY
The material for the 2 page position paper 
and the display advert in the themed 
supplement is due on Monday following 
the roundtable discussion.

We also require your company logo in .jpeg 
and .eps format as well as the company 
website link the logo should be linked to.

Send material to:
london@portfolio-verlag.com

“I have found these roundtable discussions fascinating and the format a much better learning 
experience than traditional conferences. The venues selected have added to the experience and have 
been part of the excellent service provided to participants.”
Cllr Richard Greening, Chair of Islington Pension Fund

“ I thought the portfolio institutional roundtable discussion was very interesting and quite 
balanced to cover the views of various groups (asset managers and consultants etc).”
Martin Dietz, fund manager, Legal & General Investment Management
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PORTFOLIO PORTRAIT
This is a high-quality exclusive print supplement about the sponsor portraying its expertise, 
heritage and future outlook written by a portfolio institutional journalist. 

Our journalist will be briefed by the sponsor’s communications team on the key messages and 
ideas for the content, and will develop a concept as a proposal, which may include interviews 
with the sponsor’s leading portfolio manager, a profile of the CEO, or articles on key products/
strategies. The sponsor has full content control and the last word on the sign-off, while portfolio 
institutional takes over the entire execution including design, layout, photo shoot, writing and 
editing and of course printing. 

The best part of the deal for the sponsor is that this final supplement is distributed inside 
portfolio institutional to its readership (8,000) in the issue preferred by the client (min. 3 months 
booking notice).

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE
 ■ Entire production (text and layout, printing, distribution) of a 12-page supplement
 ■ Final content sign-off by sponsor
 ■ Two full page display ads in supplement (IFC + OBC)
 ■ Distribution inside portfolio institutional magazine
 ■ Digital downloadable version on portfolio-institutional.co.uk
 ■ Up to 2.000 hard copies for sponsor’s own distribution 
 ■ High-res pdf with full syndication rights for clients own marketing purposes

         Rate available upon request

SUPPLEMENTS
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PORTFOLIO INSTITUTIONAL AWARDS
The portfolio institutional awards honour investors who are exemplary and forward-thinking in their portfolio management 
or in a particular investment type or area. Asset managers and service providers can sponsor the annual portfolio institutional 
awards to exclusively endorse and represent an award in one of the ten categories, during the annual awards gala dinner. Asset 
managers and providers sponsoring the awards benefit from an extensive media and event package.

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE 
 ■ Sponsor logo on all ongoing communication with   

 investors/consultants 
 ■ Host a dinner table at the awards gala dinner 
 ■ Award presentation of your preferred category by a   

 representative of sponsor
 ■ Opportunity to place promotional items in the awards  

 goody bag for all guests 
 ■ Company profile and logo on the awards website and at  

 the awards gala venue on the night
 ■ Editorial coverage in portfolio institutional in the issue after  

 the awards gala

ATTENDEES
 ■ Asset owners  

 Chairmen, CIOs, Pension fund managers, 
 Investment team members

 ■ Investment consultants 
 jury members and selected invited consultants

 ■ Sponsor representatives  
 no additional table selling, no additional 
 providers attending

EVENTS

“It’s a great event! It is very well organised, there are some really bright people. It is by a credible 
organisation , the magazine really makes you think. It’s a fantastic evening!”
James Kelly, Rentokil Initial  

“I think the portfolio institutional awards are really great because you get some key individuals from 
the industry who attend the event. It is relatively small so you actually get to network and speak to 
lots of people who you actually would like to speak to.” 
Jill Barber, Franklin Templeton
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PORTFOLIO INSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE
This is a small interactive and in-depth conference for institutional investors and investment consultants. Each half-day themed 
investment conference is on a current and relevant topic for the institutional investment community.  The event aims to provide 
delegates with an informal and relaxed atmosphere to encourage debate and engagement with the panel.   A limited number of 
sponsorship packages are available for asset managers to attend and to speak at this invite-only event.  

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE 
 ■ Participation of a representative in a panel discussion
 ■ Delegate passes to the conference
 ■ Sponsor logo on all on-going promotional activities 
 ■ Sponsor logo on the conference material
 ■ Display of marketing material in the networking lounge  
 ■ Full page ad in portfolio institutional (post-event issue)

         Rate available upon request

ATTENDEES
 ■ Asset owners
 ■ Investment consultants
 ■ Sponsor representatives 

 no additional providers attending

EVENTS

“Portfolio Institutional figures high on the list of publications that Association of Member Nominated 
Trustees consult. Conferences that the journal organises live up to that strong reputation. “Passive 
investment” was one such: well worth the time commitment.” 
David Weeks, Lovell Pension Scheme

“The high calibre panelists challenged conventional thinking.”
Anthony Charlwood, The Pensions Trust

July 2016, London
DC INVESTMENT CONFERENCE

02 March, London
LIQUIDITY CONFERENCE 
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